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dedicated to the famous, the infamous, and the unknown.
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occasion, proposed alternatives. Miniaturized worlds predicated on a kind of displaced

reconstruction and reconstitution of the built environment in the postwar years, and, on

first works. Vehicles for thought rather than action, they sketched a history of the

Decor and scenographic and architectural models formed the vocabulary of Schutte's

twenty years.

diverse and multifarious range of formulations in an oeuvre that now spans more than

with both a metaphorical and a literal dimension, it has assumed an extraordinarily

core lies the proposition, the hypothesis, the speculation. And, given that it is imbued

models."' Schutte's notion of models is, consequently, encompassing and complex: at its

Schutte contends, while conceding that, nonetheless, mostly "they exist in the form of

"Fundamentally, my works are almost always in the nature of a proposal,' Thomas
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private-that such a method normally ensure

rendering-and hence from the intimate port

beginning to sketch the results diverge radi

ated head reflected in a shaving mirror. But

of a series of what he termed Mirror Drawin

belief systems. At the same time, Schutte u

twentieth-century heir wrily mourns the loss

and more melancholy supervenes: through
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in contrast to the mordant, savage parody th

testify to the impossibility of utopian or idea

today has become a conventionalized enerv

Drawing on the debased legacy of Aristide
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explore a female counterpart to the Grosse

The alternative, the figural legacy, veered off

metallic bronzes, the product of a highly un

paradoxically garnished in a brilliantly hued

demeanor still betrays an overtly stately, eve

their predecessors, could once again be gro

Strangers), 1992, now formed the basis for

volumes that constituted the bodies of the

bifurcated his approach between abstractio

Documenta 9. When some five years later h
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The late work of both Kasimir Malevich and

peopled former eras.
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